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1. Introduction  
 

1.1.  Hertsmere  Borough  Council  is the  charging  authority  for its  administrative  area.   

Charging  authorities  are required  to  produce  an  Infrastructure Funding  

Statement (IFS) as  a  result  of regulatory  changes to  the  Community 

Infrastructure  Levy  (CIL) Regulations,  published  in  September 2019.  Further  

information  on  the regulation requirements are highlighted in  Appendix A and  B.   

 

1.2.  The  report provides information  on  the  monetary  (and  non-monetary)  

contributions sought and  received  from  developers for the  provision  of 

infrastructure to  support development in the  borough. The  report covers the  

financial period between 1 April 2022 and  31  March 2023.  

 

1.3.  Hertsmere Borough  Council  seeks  developer contributions through  the  

Community  Infrastructure Levy  (CIL) and  Section  106  agreements (also  known  

as “planning obligations”).  

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)  

1.3  The  ability  to  charge  CIL  was introduced  by  Government in  2010  and  Hertsmere  

has been  charging  CIL  since  1  December 2014.  CIL  is a  set charge, based  on  

the gross internal area  floor  space of buildings, on  most new developments.  It is 

intended  to  help fund  the  infrastructure needed  to  address the  cumulative  impact  

of  development across  the  borough. The  CIL  charging  schedule,  setting  out the  

Council’s CIL  charging  rates,  is available  on  our website1.  The  current charging  

schedule is due  to  be  reviewed  following  publication  of  the  new  Hertsmere Local  

Plan.  

 

1.4  Local planning  authorities must use  CIL  to  fund  “the  provision,  improvement,  

replacement,  operation  or maintenance  of infrastructure to  support the  

development of the  area”.  CIL  is usually  secured  through  financial contributions 

that  the  Council  then  manages, although  direct provision  of infrastructure  in  lieu  

of payment can  be considered in some situations.   

 

1.5  There is  also  a  ‘neighbourhood  portion’ of  CIL  which is similarly  able to  fund  
infrastructure  but can  also fund  “anything  else  that  is concerned  with  addressing  
the  demands that development places on  an  area”. Under the  rules governing  

neighbourhood  CIL, a  CIL  charging  authority  must  pass  15%  of local  CIL  receipts  

to  the  parish  council  for the  area  where a  CIL  liable development takes place,  

rising  to  25% if  the  parish  has a  Neighbourhood  Plan  in place. It  is  up  to  town  

and  parish  councils, through  collaboration  with  their  local community, to  decide  

what these  funds are  spent on, but it does need  to  meet the  regulatory 

                                                           
1  CIL Charging  Schedule - Hertsmere  Borough  Council  Adopted CIL  Charging  Schedule 
September-2014  
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requirements. In  unparished  areas (such  as  Bushey  and  Potters Bar), the  CIL  

charging  authority  is responsible  for spending  the  neighbourhood  proportion  in  

the locality, following engagement with local communities.  

Section 106 Planning Obligations  
 

1.6  Section  106  of  the  Town  and  Country  Planning  Act 1990  enables a  local planning  

authority  to  enter into  a  negotiated  agreement –  a  planning  obligation  - to  mitigate  

the  impact of  a  specific development.  Rules set nationally  state  that any  such  

obligations can  only  be  sought where they  are necessary  to  make  the  

development acceptable in planning  terms; directly  related  to  the  development  

and  are fairly and reasonable related  to the  development in scale and kind.   

 

1.7  The  planning  obligation  might,  for example,  require  the  provision  or contribution  

to  a  new  or improved  road, school, health  facility or local green  infrastructure.  

Local planning  authorities can  also  seek planning  obligations  to  secure a  

proportion  of affordable housing  from  residential developments.  S106  

contributions can  either be  provided  on-site, e.g. through  the  provision  of  

affordable  housing, or  off-site  in  the  form  of financial payments.   In  terms of  the  

latter, the  Council  is responsible  for  ensuring  the  money  is spent in  a  way  that  

reflects the terms of the legal agreement.  
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2.  Community Infrastructure Levy Report   

Introduction  

2.1  A  CIL  charge  is payable either within 60  days of  the  commencement of  a  

development, or within the terms of an instalment policy set by the CIL charging  

authority2   

 

2.2  The  CIL  Demand  Notice  sets  out  the  whole sum  payable  and  the  instalments  

required; therefore, CIL  Demand  Notices  issued  during  a  particular  year do  not  

necessarily  equate  to  the  CIL  sums likely  to  be  received  during  that year. In  

addition, developments can  be  altered  through  further planning  permissions over 

time,  often  resulting  in revised  Demand  Notices being  issued. Any  such  re-issued  

Notices are not  double-counted  in this report;  if  a  Demand  Notice  is  issued  and  

then  re-issued  in  the  same  reporting  year, only  the  re-issued  Notice  is included  

within the  figure for CIL invoiced during the year.  

CIL Demand  Notices Issued   

2.3  The total value  of demand  notices issued in  2022/23  is £4,713,787.63.  

2.4   

2.5  Of  total value  the  amount from  Liability  Notices (liable floor  space  after any  relief  

that has  been  granted) is £4,380,273.48. The  total value  from  surcharges  

imposed  due  to  breaches of  the  Community  Infrastructure  Levy  Regulations is  

£252,362.03  and  the  total value  of the  late  payment interest  accrued  is 

£81,152.12.  

CIL Receipts Collected   

2.6 The total amount of CIL collected within 2022/23  totals £3,441,089.59.  

CIL Receipts Collected  prior to  2022/23  
 

2.7 The  amount  of CIL  collected  prior to  2021/22  totals £20,770,693.05.  Of  this total  

the  following  amount was collected  in cash  and  as land  transactions (including  

payments  in kind  and  infrastructure payments) and  the  following  amounts 

remain unallocated:  

Type  Received  Unallocated  

Cash  £20,770,693.05  £15,746,888.77  

Land Payment  £0.00  £0.00  

 

                                                           
2Hertsmere   CIL Instalment Policy  - CIL  Instalment  Plan  1 (hertsmere.gov.uk)  
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CIL Allocated   

2.8 The  total amount of  CIL  collected prior to  2022/23  allocated  in  2022/23  in relation  

to  cash  received  is £4,166,233.86  and  in  relation  to  land  payments (including  

payments  in kind  and  infrastructure payments) is £0.00.  

 

2.9  The  total amount  of  CIL  allocated  and  not spent during  2022/23  is as follows, this 

does not include  allocations made  within the  reported  year that have  been  fully 

spent:  

Type  Allocated  Spent  Remaining  

Admin CIL  £172,054.48  £172,054.48  £0.00  

Neighbourhood £335,515.94  £0.00  £335,515.94  
CIL  

CIL Land £0.00  £0.00  £0.00  
Payments  

Strategic CIL  £350,000.00  £150,365.94  £  199,634.06  

 

2.10  Regarding  CIL  collected  and  allocated  within 2022/23  that  has not  been  spent,  

summary  details of  what has been  allocated, is remaining  to  be  spent and  what 

it has been allocated towards is as follows:  

Infrastructure  Amount Amount Allocation 
Allocated  Unspent  Dated  

CIL Borehamwood £200,000.00  £200,000.00  01 April 2022  
Cycle Hire Scheme  

 

CIL Expenditure  

2.11  The total CIL expenditure recorded in  2022/23  is as follows:  

Type  Expenditure  

Admin CIL  £172,054.48  

Neighbourhood £181,506.86  
CIL  

CIL Land £0.00  
Payments  

Strategic CIL  £497,369.63*  

Total Value  £850,930.97  

 

(Please  note  part of  the  strategic CIL  spending  money  for Meadow  Park Phase  2  was 

allocated  from the  2021/22 strategic CIL  budget.)  
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2.12  Summary  details of  the  items of  infrastructure on  which CIL  (including  land  

payments)  has been  spent  in  2022/23, and  the  amount  of CIL  spent  on  each  

project is set out below:  

Infrastructure  Date  Amount  Description  

CIL EB1 02 August £365.94  This project will improve the  
Borehamwood 2022  Borehamwood  and Elstree  
and Elstree  Children’s Centre. Funding will be  
Children used  to  purchase new LED light 
Centre  projectors in  order to...  

CIL Meadow  01 April 2022  £347,003.69  Refurbishment of Sports Courts 
Park  Phase 2  and Car Park, Construction of 

Splash  Park, Café  and Toilets,  
Installation of CCTV and  
Landscaping.  

CIL 15 September £150,000.00  Grant contribution  of £150,000 to  
Borehamwood 2022  works to the Meadow Park 
Football Club ground. As part of the  current 
Grant  works BWFC will extend its 

footprint and take  approxim...  

Other CIL Expenditure  

CIL Spent  on Repayment on Money  Borrowed  

2.13  The  amount of  CIL  spent on  repaying  money  borrowed, including  any  interest,  

and  details of the  items of  infrastructure which that money  was used  to  provide  

(wholly or in part) is as follows:  

Date  Amount Used  Loan/Interest  Infrastructure Funded  

N/A     

CIL Administration  

2.14  The  CIL  administration  fund  has been  spent on  the  management,  staffing,  

administration, information technology and legal costs involved in:  

 the  setting  up  and  maintenance  of  new  systems to  coordinate  the  

administration of CIL;  

 the collection  of CIL;  

 enforcement of CIL;  

 the  ongoing management of CIL spending;  

 

2.15  The  amount of  CIL  collected  towards administration  expenses in  2022/23  is 

£172,054.48.  This was  5%  of the  total CIL  receipts collected  (£3,441,089.59) in  

2022/23.  

 

2.16  Hertsmere Borough  Council  has set a  collection  percentage  of  5.00%. The  

percentage  taken  may  differ due  to  land  payments (including  payments in kind  
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and  infrastructure payments) not being  allocated  to  administration  expenses,  

surcharges and late payment interest  not being split with Neighbourhood  areas.   

 

2.17  The  amount of CIL  spent  on  administration  expenses during  the  reported  year  

was 172,054.48. This was 5% of the total CIL collected within 2022/23.  

CIL ‘neighbourhood  proportion’  

2.18  The  total amount of  CIL  passed  to  a  Parish  or  Town  Council  under Regulation  

59A  (collected  on  behalf of the  neighbourhood  zone  in  cash), cash  collected  and  

allocated  towards Parish  or Town  Council  CIL, and  59B  (cash  provided  by  the  

Charging  Authority  to  Parish  or Town  Council  equivalent to  what they  would have  

received on  a payment in kind), are as  follows:  

 Payment by  28  October in respect of CIL  receipts between  1  April and  30  

September.  

 Payment by  28  April in  respect of CIL  receipts between  1  October and  31  

March.   

 

 

2.19  The  total amounts of  CIL  passed  to  a  Parish  or Town  Council  within 2022/23  are 

as follows:  

Neighbourhood Date  Amount Passed  
Zone  

Aldenham Parish  28 April 2022  £4,196.66  

Aldenham Parish  25 October 2022  £168,419.71  

Elstree and 28 April 2022  £67,828.98  
Borehamwood Town 
Council  

Elstree and 25 October 2022  £72,056.99  
Borehamwood Town 
Council  

Shenley Parish 19 April 2022  £0.00  
Council  

Shenley Parish 25 October 2022  £23,013.60  
Council  

South Mimms Parish 19 April 2022  £0.00  
Council  

South Mimms Parish 25 October 2022  £0.00  
Council  

 

2.20  The  above  table shows that £335,515.94  of  CIL  funding  was passed  to  Parish  

and Town  Councils. This figure is a  combination  of receipts received  in 2021/22  

that were allocated  for Parish  and  Town  Councils and  some  of  the  2022/23  

receipts that  were also  allocated  for Parish  and Town  Councils to  spend. Not  all  

of  the  2022/23  receipts allocated  for Parish  and  Town  Councils spend  were 

passed to Parish  and  Town Councils in the same  financial year.  
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2.21  It  is important to  note  that for the  2022/23  reporting  period  there are  now  two  

adopted Neighbourhood Plans in place in Shenley and Radlett.  

 

2.22  Parish  and  Town  Councils have  to  report on  their  CIL  spend  by  the  end  of 

December, so  if  you  would like  to  know  how  the  CIL  receipts have  been  spent by  

these authorities, please contact them  for more information.  

 

2.23  The  following  amounts were allocated  towards neighbourhood  zones under  

Regulation  59B, cash  provided  by  the  Charging  Authority  to  Neighbourhood  

Zones equivalent to  what they  would have  received  on  a  payment in kind, during  

2022/23.  

 Zone  Amount  Date  Re -allocated from  

N/A     

Third party spend   

2.24  The  following  spends within 2022/23  have  been  passed  to  a  third  party  to  spend  

on  the  provision, improvement,  replacement,  operation  or maintenance  of  

infrastructure under Regulation 59(4):  

Infrastructure  Amount  Date  Spend Description  

N/A     

CIL receipts under Regulation 59E and 59F  

2.25  The  total collected  by Hertsmere Borough  Council  for 2022/23  under Regulation  

59E  (CIL  returned  to  the  Charging  Authority  after 5  years if  not spent)  was £0.00  

and under Regulation  59F, CIL collected and retained by the Charging Authority  

for areas that are not designated Neighbourhood Zones, was £121,854.17.  

 

2.26  The  amount  of  CIL  allocated  during  2022/23  under Regulation  59E,  CIL  returned  

to  the  Charging  Authority  that had  been  passed  to  a  Neighbourhood  Zone  and  

had  not been  applied  to  infrastructure after a  5-year period, during  the  2022/23  

is as follows:  

Infrastructure  Neighbourhood Amount  Date  
Zone  

N/A     

 

2.27  The amount of CIL spent under Regulation  59E during 2022/23  is as follows:  

Infrastructure  Amount  Date  Spend Description  

N/A     

 

2.28  The  amount of  CIL  allocated  during  2022/23  under Regulation  59F is as follows:  
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Infrastructure  Neighbourhood Amount  Date  
Zone  

N/A     

 

2.29  The amount of CIL spent under Regulation  59F during  2022/23  is as  follows:  

Infrastructure  Amount  Date  Spend Description  

N/A     

 

2.30  The  amount of CIL  requested  under Regulation  59E  for 2022/23  is as follows per  

neighbourhood zone:  

Neighbourhood Zone  Amount Requested  

N/A   

 

2.31  The  amount of CIL  still  outstanding  for recovery  under Regulation  59E  at the  end  

of  2022/23  for all years is as follows for each  neighbourhood zone:  

Neighbourhood Zone  Amount Outstanding  

N/A   

  

CIL retained at the  end  of 2022/23  

2.32  The  amount of  CIL  collected, not assigned  for Neighbourhood  CIL  or CIL  

Administration, for  2022/23  and that had not been spent is £2,139,471.37.  

 

2.33  The  amount of  CIL  collected, not assigned  for Neighbourhood  CIL  or CIL  

Administration, from  01  December 2014  to  the  end  of  2022/23  that had  not been  

spent is  £17,786,901.52.  

 

2.34  The  amount CIL  collected  and  that had  not  been  spent  under  Regulations  59E  

and  59F 2022/23  are as follows:  

Type  Retained  

Regulation 59E  £0.00  

Regulation 59F  £121,854.17  

 

2.35  The  amount of CIL  collected  from  01  December 2014  to  the  end  2022/23  under  

Regulations 59E  and 59F that has not been spent is as follows:  

Type  Retained  

Regulation 59E  £0.00  

Regulation 59F  £1,773,508.40  
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3. Section 106 Report   

Introduction  

3.1  This  section  of the  report focuses  on  the  monies collected,  retained  and  spent  by  

Hertsmere Borough Council  from S106 planning obligations.  

 

3.2  It  is important to note that  Hertfordshire  County  Council  (HCC) contributions  are  

often  included  within the  Council’s S106  obligations, but HCC will  also be  
publishing  an  Infrastructure Funding  Statement on  S106  obligations that have  

been  paid and  are due  to  them  for the  services they  manage  i.e.  education,  

transport etc.  Please refer to the IFS, published  on the county council’s website,  
for more information.  

S106 money  to be  provided  through planning obligations agreed    

3.3  The total amount of money to be provided under any planning obligations which  

were entered  into  during  2022/23  is £507,240.32. This figure  does not consider  

indexation  (inflation/deflation) that may  be  applied  when  the  money  becomes  

due.   

S106 Total Money  Received   
 

3.4  The  total amount of  money  received  from  planning  obligations in 2022/23  was 

£215,851.93.  

Non-monetary Contributions  
 

3.5  During  2022/23  the  following  non-monetary  contributions  have  been  agreed  

under planning obligations:  

 The total number of affordable housing units to be provided  is 22.  

S106 Allocations prior to  2022/23  

 
3.6  The  total amount  of  money  received  prior to  2022/23  that had  not been  allocated  

is £6,192,139.37.  

S106 Allocations in 2022/23  
 

3.7  The  total amount of money  from  planning  obligations allocated  towards  

infrastructure  during  2022/23  was £439,979.45.  Of this amount  £436,504.40  was 

not spent during  2022/23.  

 

3.8  The  following  items have  had  money  allocated  towards them  during  2022/23  with  

unspent allocations:  
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Infrastructure  Allocated  Date  Unspent  
Allocated   

Borehamwood £106,803.03  24 November £103,327.98  
Bicycle Scheme- 2022   

Maintenance  

Biodiversity  £35,000.00  04 January  £35,000.00   

Improvements on 2023  
Farriers Estate,  
Borehamwood  

 Local Cycle  £3,680.07  20 March £3,680.07  
Walking 2023  

 infrastructure  plan 
(LCWIP  

 Extension of £49,298.68  21 November £49,298.68  
Allum Lane  2022  

 Cemetery, Elstree  

Merry Hill £8,927.25  20 July 2022  £8,927.25  
 Allotments 

Roadway  

Potters Bar £2,509.00  25 April 2022  £2,509.00   

Museum 
Computers   

 

S106 Expenditure   

3.9  The  total amount of money  from  planning  obligations spent in 2022/23  was  

£3,475.05.  Of  this amount £0.00  was spent by  a  third  party  on  behalf of 

Hertsmere Borough Council.  

 

3.10  The  items of  infrastructure that planning  obligation  money  has been  spent on  and  

the  amount spent are as follows:  

Infrastructure  Spent  Date Spent  

Borehamwood Bicycle Scheme- Maintenance  £3,475.05  25  November 2022  

Other S106 Expenditure   

S106 Spent on Repayment  on Money Borrowed  

3.11  The  amount of  planning  obligation  money  spent  on  repaying  money  borrowed,  

including  any  interest, with  details of the  items of  infrastructure which that money  

was used to provide are as follows:  

Date  Amount Used  Loan/Interest  Infrastructure Funded  

N/A     
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S106 Administration  

3.12  The  amount of planning  obligation  money  spent  in respect  of administration  of  

planning  obligations and  monitoring  in relation  to  the  delivery of  planning  

obligations during  2022/23  was £nil.  

S106 Receipts Retained  
 

3.13  The  total amount of  money  retained3  at the  end  of 2022/23  is £10,800,722.14.  

Of  this amount  retained  an  amount  of £0.00  has been  retained  for long  term  

maintenance. Please  see  the  below  table for a  breakdown  of  the  retained  

maintenance amount.  

Description  Amount  

Total collected for long term maintenance  £463,094.86  

Total allocated towards maintenance  £464,457.46  

Total spent on maintenance  £464,457.46  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 ‘Retained’ refers to S106 sums remaining unspent including sums both ‘allocated’ and ‘unallocated’ 
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4. Spending priorities for CIL  

Defining ‘infrastructure’  
 

4.1  Councils are able to  allocate  CIL  funds towards capital or revenue  expenditure  

but there  is no  specific definition  in national  regulations  of what is meant by  

‘infrastructure’.   The  Planning  Act 2008, which provide  the  legal basis for  
introducing CIL, only states that infrastructure ‘includes’ the  following:  

 roads and  other transport facilities,  

 flood  defences,  

 schools and  other educational facilities,  

 medical facilities,  

 sporting and recreational facilities,  

 open spaces  

 

4.2  A  subsequent amendment to  the  Planning  Act 2008  specifically  resulted  in the  

removal of Affordable Housing  from  the  type  of infrastructure which could be  

funded  through CIL.  

Future spend  priorities  
 
4.3  Regulation  121A(1)(a)  requires the  infrastructure funding  statement  to  include: 

“a statement of  the  infrastructure  projects  or  types  of infrastructure  which  the  
charging  authority intends will be, or may be, wholly or partly funded  by CIL  (other 
than  CIL  to  which  regulation  59E  or 59F  applies) (“the  infrastructure  list”)”. Please  
see Appendix A  for more information about the regulation requirements.   
 

4.4  The  publication  of  “the  infrastructure  list” is mandatory  and  is intended  to  provide  
transparency  on  how  an  authority  intends  to  use  the  ‘strategic’  ClL  funds held  by  
the  borough council.  
 

4.5  As stated  in  the  introduction  section, the  Council  do  not control what the  
neighbourhood proportion passed to  town and  parish  councils  is spent  on, apart  
from  ensuring  that it is spent in accordance  with  the  relevant regulations. The  
Council  will however continue  to  liaise  with  town  and  parishes councils to  see  
where benefits can be  achieved in  pooling our combined CIL  monies.  
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4.6  Future spend  priorities will  be  very  much  governed  by  the  scale  and  distribution  
of  future  growth  within Hertsmere.  This will be  articulated  through  the  Council’s 
ongoing review of its Local Plan.  

 

4.7  Infrastructure needs for this future  growth  have  been  tested  and  established  
through  an  Infrastructure Delivery  Plan  (IDP) for the  borough, the  first draft  of  
which has been  prepared  by  specialist consultants  ARUP.  The  Baseline  
Infrastructure Capacity  Report4  is the  first of  two  parts of  the  IDP  and  sets out the  
baseline  context of  infrastructure provisions across the  borough  as a  whole and  
in individual settlements.  Emerging  results  from the  IDP  suggest that there  are  
no  infrastructure  types for which providers have  indicated  a  fundamental inability  
to  deliver the  likely  levels of  growth  over the  plan.  Similarly, there is no  specific 
settlement which is fundamentally  constrained  by  infrastructure capacity. 
However, the  IDP  highlights the  following  infrastructure issues that will  need  to  
be specifically addressed through the  Local Plan process:  

 Transport  
 Electricity supply  
 Water supply  
 Schools  
 Primary healthcare  
 Green infrastructure.  

The  Infrastructure  Delivery  Schedule5  is the  second  part of  the  IDP  which sets 
out the  infrastructure requirements of  the  development strategy  to  be  consulted  
upon in the Council’s Draft Local Plan.  
  

4.8  For the  purposes of the  present  IFS  (2022/23), the  spending  priorities will  be  
governed  by  the  previous Regulation  123  list,  which until a  change  in  the  CIL  
regulations in September 2019  was the  mechanism  for governing  spend  
decisions.   This list covers broad  categories  of  infrastructure rather  than  setting  
our specific projects.  However, when  the  IDP  is updated  and  formally  adopted,  a 
more  detailed  list of infrastructure priorities  which will require  funding  will be  
provided  and  shall  be  reflected  in  future updates to  the  Infrastructure Funding  
Statement.  
 

4.9  In  addition  to  the  infrastructure  categories  set  out  in the  previous Regulation  123  
list,  consideration  will also be  given  to  allocating  CIL  monies towards projects  
that support delivery of  the  Council’s Climate  Change  and  Sustainability 
Strategy6  and  associated  action  plan7.  This was adopted  by  the  Council  on  14  
October 2020  and  sets out how  it intends to  respond  to  the  recently  declared  
climate  change  emergency. It  is  expected  that many  of  these  climate  change  
projects will reflect the  infrastructure categories in the latest infrastructure list.  

 

                                                           
4IDP  Part 1: The Baseline Infrastructure Capacity Report 
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-
Plan/Hertsmere-IDP-Phase-1-Report-Final-Issue.pdf   
5  IDP  Part 2: Infrastructure Schedule https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-
Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Hertsmere-IDP-Phase-2-Report-Final-Issue.pdf   
6  Climate Change and  Sustainability  Strategy-  Climate Change and  Sustainability  Strategy  
(moderngov.co.uk)  
7  Climate Change Action Plan- Climate Change Action Plan (hertsmere.gov.uk)  
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https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Hertsmere-IDP-Phase-1-Report-Final-Issue.pdf
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Hertsmere-IDP-Phase-1-Report-Final-Issue.pdf
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Hertsmere-IDP-Phase-2-Report-Final-Issue.pdf
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Hertsmere-IDP-Phase-2-Report-Final-Issue.pdf
https://hertsmere.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s52037/20200916FC06appA1%2020200626%20Climate%20Change%20and%20Sustainability%20Strategy%20Final.pdf
https://hertsmere.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s52037/20200916FC06appA1%2020200626%20Climate%20Change%20and%20Sustainability%20Strategy%20Final.pdf
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/04-Environment-Refuse--Recycling/Climate-change/Climate-Change-Action-Plan.pdf


4.10  Table 1  summarises the  infrastructure spending  priorities for Hertsmere for 
2022/23. These  priorities will continue  to  apply  until amended  through  any  
subsequent revision to the  IFS.  

 

4.11  It  is emphasised  that the  inclusion  of  a  project or type  of infrastructure in this list,  
either now  or at  a  future  date, does  not  signify  a  commitment  from  the  Council  to  
fund  the  listed  project  or type  of  infrastructure through  CIL,  either in  whole or in  
part.  Similarly, the  order in  the  Table  1  does not  imply  any  order of preference  or 
weighting of  one category over  another.  

 
 
Table 1  

 
CIL SPEND PRIORITIES / IFS list  
  

  Education  facilities   

  Transport and highways improvements  

  Relative  Publicly  accessible  leisure  facilities (including  
priorities to children play areas and outdoor/indoor facilities)  

 take  account   Publicly  accessible  open  space  provision  and  
of conclusions  allotments  
of latest  

  Health care facilities  
Infrastructure 

  Library services  
Delivery Plan  

  Emergency services  
(IDP)   

  Youth Services  

  Childcare &  Early Years Services  

  Town centre and  public realm improvements  

  Projects related  to  the  implementation  of Hertsmere’s Climate  Change  and  
Sustainability  Strategy and  Action Plan.  
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Appendix  A:  The  Regulatory Requirements for Infrastructure Funding  

Statements   
 

The Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) (England) (No.2) Regulations  
2019   
 
Regulation 121A states:  
(1) Subject  to  paragraph  (2), no  later  than  31st December  in each  calendar  year a  
contribution  receiving  authority  must publish  a  document (“the  annual infrastructure 
funding statement”) which comprises the  following—   

(a) a  statement of  the  infrastructure projects or types of  infrastructure  which the  
charging  authority  intends will be,  or  may  be, wholly  or partly  funded  by  CIL  
(other than  CIL  to  which regulation  59E  or 59F applies) (“the  infrastructure list”);   
(b) a  report about CIL,  in relation  to  the  previous financial year (“the  reported  
year”), which includes the  matters specified  in paragraph  1  of  Schedule 2  (“CIL  
report”);  
(c)  a  report about planning  obligations,  in  relation  to  the  reported  year, which  
includes the  matters specified  in paragraph  3  of  Schedule 2  and  may  include  
the  matters specified in paragraph 4  of that Schedule (“section 106 report”).  

(2) The  first annual infrastructure funding  statement must be  published  by  31st  
December 2020.  
(3) A  contribution  receiving  authority  must publish  each  annual infrastructure  funding  

statement on its website.  
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Appendix  B: List  of Schedule  2 requirements for  the  Infrastructure 

Funding  Statement   

This  table compares  the  relevant  paragraphs under Schedule 2  of the  CIL  Regulations  

(2019  Amendment) Regulation 121A, against  the section within the IFS report.   

Community Infrastructure Levy  
Reporting requirement (Schedule 2, Paragraph 1)  Sum/  Ref. in template  

Details  

1 (a). The total value of CIL set out in all demand   CIL Demand  Notices  

notices issued in the reported year  Issued  

1 (b). The total amount of CIL receipts  for the  reported   CIL Receipts  

year  Collected   

1 (c). The  total amount of CIL receipts, collected by the   CIL Receipts  

authority, or  by another person  on its behalf, before the  Collected prior  to  

reported year but which have not been allocated  2022/23  

1 (d). The total amount of CIL receipts, collected by the   CIL Allocated   

authority, or by another person  on its behalf, before the  
reported year and which have been allocated  in the  
reported year  

1 (e). The total amount of CIL expenditure for the   CIL Expenditure  

reported year  

1 (f). The total amount of CIL receipts, whenever  CIL Allocated  

collected, which were allocated but not spent during  
the reported year  

1 (g). in relation  to CIL  expenditure  for the reported    

year, summary details of—                            

(i)  the items of infrastructure on which CIL      
CIL Expenditure   (including land  payments) has been spent, and  
 the  amount of CIL spent on each item;  
 

(ii)  the  amount of CIL spent on repaying money  
CIL Spent  on  

borrowed, including any interest, with details of  Repayment  on  
the items of infrastructure which that money  was Money  Borrowed  
used  to  provide (wholly or in part);   

(iii)  the  amount of CIL spent on administrative   
expenses pursuant to regulation  61, and that CIL Administration  

amount expressed  as a percentage  of CIL  
collected in that year in accordance with that 
regulation;  

1 (h). in relation  to CIL  receipts, whenever collected,  CIL Allocated  

which were allocated but not spent during the  reported  
year, summary details of the items of infrastructure on  
which CIL (including land payments) has been  
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allocated, and  the amount of CIL allocated  to  each  
item;  

1 (i). The amount of CIL passed  to:   CIL ‘neighborhood  
(i)  any parish council under Regulation  59A or 59B  proportion’     

                     
Third  party  spend  (ii)  (any person under Regulation 59(4)  

1 (j). summary details of the receipt and  expenditure of    

CIL to which regulation 59E  or 59F applied  during the   

reported year including—  CIL receipts under  
Regulation 59E  and (i)  the total CIL receipts that regulations 59E  and  
59F  59F applied to;  
 

(ii)  the items  of infrastructure to which the CIL  
 

receipts to which regulations 59E and 59F 
applied have been allocated or spent, and the  
amount of  expenditure allocated or spent on  
each item;  

(k) summary details of any notices served in    

accordance with regulation  59E, including—  CIL receipts under  

(i)  the total value of CIL receipts requested  from  Regulation 59E  and 
59F   each  parish council;  

(ii)  any funds not yet recovered from  each parish  
council at the end  of the reported year;  

(l) The total amount of:    

(i)  CIL receipts  for the reported year retained at the   

end  of the reported year other than those to   
 which regs 59E and 59F applied;  
 

(ii)  CIL receipts  from previous years retained  at the  
CIL retained at  the  

end  of the reported year other than those to  
end of  2022/23  

which regs 59E and 59F applied;   
(iii)  CIL receipts  for the reported year to which regs  

59E  and 59F applied retained at the end  of the  
reported year;  

(iv)  CIL receipts  from previous years to which  regs 
59E  and 59F applied retained at the end  of the  
reported year.  
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Section 106 planning obligations 
Reporting requirement (Schedule 2, Paragraph 3) Sum/ 

Details 
Ref. in template 

3 (a). the total amount of money to be provided under 
any planning obligations which were entered into 
during the reported year; 

S106 money to be 
provided through 
planning obligations 
agreed 

3 (b). the total amount of money under any planning 
obligations which was received during the reported 
year; 

S106 Total Money 
Received 

3 (c). the total amount of money under any planning 
obligations which was received before the reported 
year which has not been allocated by the authority; 

S106 Allocations 
prior to 2022/23 

3 (d). summary details of any non-monetary 
contributions to be provided under planning obligations 
which were entered into during the reported year, 
including details of— 

(i) in relation to affordable housing, the total 
number of units which will be provided; 

(ii) in relation to educational facilities, the number of 
school places for pupils which will be provided, 
and the category of school at which they will be 
provided; 

Non-monetary 
Contributions 

3 (e). the total amount of money (received under any S106 Allocations in 

planning obligations) which was allocated but not 
spent during the reported year for funding 
infrastructure; 

2022/23 

3 (f). the total amount of money (received under any 
planning obligations) which was spent by the authority 
(including transferring it to another person to spend); 

S106 Expenditure 

3 (g). in relation to monies (received under planning 
obligations) which were allocated by the authority but 
not spent during the reported year, summary details of 
the items of infrastructure on which the money has 
been allocated, and the amount of allocated to each 
item; 

S106 Allocations in 
2022/23 

3 (h). in relation to monies (received under planning 
obligations) which were spent by the authority during 
the reported year (including transferring it to another 
person to spend), summary details of— 

(i) the items of infrastructure on which monies 
(received under planning obligations) were 
spent, and the amount spent on each item; 

(ii) the amount of monies (received under planning 
obligations) spent on repaying money borrowed, 

S106 Expenditure 
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including any interest, with details of the items 
of infrastructure which that money was used to 
provide (wholly or in part); 

(iii) the amount of monies (received under planning 
obligations) spent in respect of monitoring 
(including reporting under regulation 121A) in 
relation to the delivery of planning obligations. 

S106 Spent on 
Repayment on 
Money Borrowed 

S106 Administration 

3 (i). the total monies (received under any planning 
obligations) during any year which were retained at the 
end of the reported year, and where any of the 
retained monies have been allocated for the purposes 
of longer term maintenance (“commuted sums”), also 
identify separately the total amount of commuted sums 
held. 

S106 Receipts 
Retained 
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